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This work is one of many contributions made by Wolfgang 
Kaunzner, a pupil of Kurt Vogel, to the historiography of Renais- 
sance mathematics in Germany. The tradition of researching the 
manuscript sources of German mathematics, set by Maximilian 
Curtze (1837-1903), is being continued today, in a more systematic 
fashion, by Vogel and his pupils [l]. 
MS Clm 26639 is a late medieval manuscript (136 folios) 
written in Latin, consisting of several mathematical and astro- 
nomical texts, bound into one volume in the early 16th century. 
It was briefly noted by Curtze --as a 16th century algebra-- 
in his report on a study tour of German and Austrian libraries 
made in the autumn of 1896, during which he examined some 100 
mathematical manuscripts. It has been included in Thorndike and 
Kibre's Catalogue of Incipits, and its astronomical texts have 
been indexed in Zinner's Verzeichnis. 
The mathematical texts in the manuscript help us to appre- 
ciate the role of practical arithmetic and practical geometry in 
the development of mathematics in Southern Germany during the 
Renaissance. They include a collection of problems of practical 
geometry, a practical arithmetic, the rules of algebra and their 
application, a tract on gauging, an arithmetic of John Muris, 
and a treatise on proportion. Kaunzner describes the manuscript 
in detail and analyzes the mathematical texts, drawing our atten- 
tion to related texts in other manuscripts--most important among 
them being MS C 80 in the State Library of Dresden. The latter 
was in Widmann's possession and is considered to have been the 
source of his knowledge of algebra as set out in his Behende und 
hubsche Rechnung (Leipzig, 1489). Kaunzner argues that Clm 26639 
is the likely source of Widmann's geometry (fols. 203-236 of the 
same work). 
Significant sections of the manuscript (geometry, arithmetic, 
algebra) have been edited, and the relevant passages in Widmann's 
geometry have been cited. Some pages of the manuscript and the 
geometrical part of Widmann's work have been reproduced in fac- 
simile. To complete the work there are a subject index, a name 
and place index, and an index of manuscripts cited. 
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NOTES 
1. The publications of Curtze and Vogel are given in [G$ther 
19031 and [Vogel 19781. For an account of the survey of Western 
mathematical manuscripts directed by Menso Folkerts see [Folkerts 
19771. Kurt Vogel, Karin Reich, and Helmuth Gericke have recently 
published the first volume of the completely revised edition of 
Tropfke's Geschichte, devoted to the history of arithmetic and 
algebra, which has taken into account the manuscript studies of 
the last fifty years. 
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